Two themes leap out of this book: exploration and possession. That this is a study of exploration and discovery is obviously a trivially correct description of Tim Jeal\'s account of the life and expeditions to Africa of Henry Morton Stanley. The more important exploration here, however, is the one Jeal has made of the massive collection of Stanley\'s papers at the Musée Royal de l\'Afrique Centrale in Brussels, until recently barred from public scrutiny. In that unknown continent of letters, notebooks, diaries and autobiographical jottings, Jeal has discovered and attempted to recover a new Stanley; not the brutal, racist pioneer of colonialism, as he was and is sometimes branded, but a much misconstrued and wrongly maligned apostle of free commerce, abolitionism and human---black and white---equality. It must be said that Stanley was his own best ally and worst enemy in securing his dark reputation, but Jeal adopts psychological biography to redeem Stanley by presenting him as a deeply tortured, wrongly maligned man.

Possession is the second major theme of this book. It is about the European possession of Africa, the Portuguese possession of slaves, the British possession of Christian truth, Burton, Speke and Livingstone\'s possession of the knowledge of the source of the Nile, Stanley\'s possession of his wife and, more subtly, his wife\'s possession of him. Possession is what drives the narrative and makes it compelling.

If ever the fashionable phrase "self-fashioning" could be applied to anyone, Stanley was its apotheosis. Mind you, he had every reason to continually disguise and reinvent himself (he was by turns, legally, British, American, and British again). He was illegitimate, born John Rowlands in Denbigh, Wales, in 1841 (rather extraordinarily Jeal gives no birth date---or at least I could not easily find one rereading Chapter One for this review). Mystery surrounded him immediately and Jeal spills much ink tracking down Stanley\'s probable father. Stanley\'s family were for the most part ne\'r-do-wells, and when he was aged six consigned him to the workhouse. When he was famous they tried to exploit him and sponge off him. Jeal presents plenty of evidence that Stanley continued to treat them decently when a lesser mortal would have severed any link. The psychological motif in this book is Stanley\'s craving for a father figure---whom he found in Livingstone---and to have a male child. This is not my taste in history but Jeal\'s case is compelling and dramatically presented. Late in his life, Stanley and his wife adopted a baby boy on whom Stanley poured affection. That the boy was (as Stanley and a very few others knew) the illegitimate child of a Welsh relative speaks volumes for Stanley\'s emotions and generosity.

Aged seventeen Stanley worked his passage from Liverpool to America and there he began in earnest to shape his identity. In New Orleans he became Henry Stanley in a manner that a fictional account could scarcely contrive. He fought for the Confederate and the Union armies in the American Civil War, joined the navy and deserted. After adventures in the Middle East he tried his hand at journalism and then James Gordon Bennett Jr sent him to East Africa to "find" Livingstone, which famously he did, although, as Jeal convincingly shows, without uttering *those* presumptuous words. He returned to America and Europe, but had, metaphorically, got the African bug. On his next expedition he mapped the length of the river Congo. In Jeal\'s version he then fell into the clutches of the devious King Leopold of the Belgians and was duped into helping create a Belgian colony on his subsequent trip to Africa. Following this, Stanley mounted another expedition which was intended to relieve the murky figure of Emin Pasha, governor of a region of southern Egypt. This latter will probably be the most contentious part of the book for it is where Jeal attempts to rescue Stanley from the barbarities associated with his name. Jeal does a very good job, partly by laying the blame on Stanley\'s officers and British snobbery, but of course Jeal has the high ground. He has seen documents associated with this business which were previously unavailable. He quotes copiously from letters and notes to reveal Stanley as having a deep loathing of slavery, as regarding black Africans as no different from white people (Livingstone recurrently described native Africans as degraded), as deploring violence except in extreme circumstances, and being hopelessly inept at politics, bored by the trappings of fame, and altogether not a bad chap considering the barbarous times and places he inhabited.

There is not much medical history here but there is plenty to tempt the aspiring researcher. Stanley\'s letters are riddled with accounts of fever, scurvy, ulcers and much else pathological besides. The equipping of expeditions with drugs and so forth would make a tremendous study. With Stanley\'s papers now available and the letters of David Livingstone being published online (http://www.livingstoneonline.ucl.ac.uk) there is a goldmine of material for medical historical PhD theses.

Jeal is unashamedly an author for the popular market. Africanists and historians of the colonies may well want to disagree with his broader interpretations, but Stanley\'s life was so jam-packed with incident that this big volume has little general background padding. Jeal footnotes all his documentary references. Certainly anyone wanting to read a mystery tale, psychological thriller and adventure story will not be disappointed. I rarely put it down without wanting to know what happened next.
